Albertson Flies From Vietnam For 3-Day Round Of Conferences

The president emphasized that the second team’s reaction was vividly as that by the first team, would be the same. Nevertheless, education, but would rather provide “basic guidelines” for the organization of the system. The conference was supported by public education if it had to develop an education system more strongly systematically.

Albertson explained that Vietnam is being discussed in our own efforts. We will try to renegotiate the system as soon as the Vietnamese are ready to do it. Either French, British, or American, he said.

The team’s study encompasses these levels of work. The program team’s work led to an international conference. It is the first step toward a “Strong Education System in Vietnam.”

With the Office of Research at the University of the Philippines, for the country’s three public universities, the team began its work in Vietnam in the fall of last year, and in some cases, even in the spring of this year.

During a recent interview with the president, he said that if the team was able to go to the other American universities, they would have already started.

The research team has been highly praised by the president. It is known as the University of British Columbia. Albertson Helms said, that there has been a very positive feedback on the project team.

Albertson stated that the U.S. government, which had a military victory, “is in the best position to help change the world. This is the time to bring,” he added.

Albertson’s recent work has been concentrated on the development of education system in the country’s three public universities. And he emphasized that “if Vietnam is ready, we can improve our educational system.”

A&L Series Presents Wm. Warfield

William Warfield is a baritone, widely known as a leading voice in the field of classical music. The series will feature his lecture on “The Voice of Warfield.”

The lecture series will include three sessions, the first one on March 10, the second on April 7, and the third on May 15.

Warfield’s lecture will focus on the historical and cultural significance of the human voice, and will be accompanied by a slide presentation of his own work.

May Roach Lights Spark To Snow Blast’

Miss May Roach came from Dead Valley to officially light the Olympic torch in front of the main building of the University. The ceremony, part of the Winter Carnival, was attended by hundreds of students and faculty members.

The torch was lit at 3 p.m. by Miss Roach, a retired member of the Student Union. The event was broadcast live on the university’s radio station, WUSB.

Following the outdoor ceremony, the torch was carried to the student center, where it was displayed.

Unusual Hairdos, Knees, And Legs Appear In WC

By Mike Desiderio

Water Carnival activities are currently in progress in current Medinah and West Medinah, with the KCU students, and Legs appearing in WC.

The program features various events, including the “Knee and Leg Show,” which will be held in the Student Center. The event is open to all students and will feature various photos and videos of unusual hairdos, knees, and legs.

HOLDING THE TORCH For Winter Carnival is Dave Vay, (right) Sigma Tau Gamma, who was the first runner. Also shown in the foreground are Attorney General, Brenda Laffey, (left) and Mark Deedeman, (center) General Winter Carnival Chairman. Pete Kehler was Chairman of the Torch Committee.
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"There is a hole in reality through which we might look if we choose."—Edward Albee
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THE POUN

U.C. Gets A Chance To Show Its Worths

During his recent three-day visit to WSU from Vietnam, President Franklin M. Ong organized a more active role in helping the South Vietnamese.

He told of the great need for books, especially for students attending the University of Vietnam in a country where the average lifespan of a book is three to five years. For these students, President Ong said, he plans to establish an American University in Vietnam.

The American University would be a three-year program where the students would learn more about American culture and history. The program would be open to students from all over Vietnam, and it would be fully funded by the government of the United States.

During the stay, President Ong focused on the importance of education in Vietnam and offered some suggestions for future programs. He emphasized the need for more resources and support to ensure that the program could be successful.

At the end of the trip, President Ong thanked the people of the United States for their support and commitment to education in Vietnam.

The American University in Vietnam is expected to open in 2024, and it will provide students with a unique opportunity to learn about American culture and history while also gaining valuable skills and experiences for their future careers.

The PTOUDIUM

THE PODIUM ~ Dixon Tapes Lectures For Radio Station Senator Works On Problem Of Bulletin Board

Dixon Tapes Lectures For Radio Station

Dr. George Dixon, historian for the University of Michigan, will be the guest speaker for the next installment of the Dixon Tapes series on University of Michigan radio.

Dr. Dixon will explore the social and political history of the University during his presentation on "The Role of the University in American History." The program will be broadcast live from the Dixon Tapes studio at 8 p.m.

Senator Works On Problem Of Bulletin Board

Senator Frank B. Smith has introduced a bill to address the problem of bulletin boards on campus. Smith said the bill will require that bulletin boards be maintained in a clean and orderly manner.

The bill also includes provisions for the removal of any material deemed inappropriate or offensive. Smith believes the bill will help maintain a positive campus environment.

In conclusion, President Ong emphasized the importance of education and the role that the American University in Vietnam can play in helping to meet the needs of students in Vietnam. He thanked the people of the United States for their support and commitment to education in Vietnam and expressed hope for the future of the University of Vietnam and the University of Michigan.

ART EXHIBITS (left to right) Laurie Pumper, Connie Holtan, and Carol Sukanen will be shown in the University Center, Feb. 19-Mar. 4 as part of the Senior Art Exhibit.

Three Women Featured In Senior Art Exhibit

A pre-MARRIAGE symposium presenting

FIVE-VIEWPOINT APPROACH TO MARRIAGE LIFE

TUESDAY, FEB. 21 THE LEGAL VIEW Speaker: James H. Lein, County Judge

TUESDAY, FEB. 21 THE SOCIAL VIEW Speaker: Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kurz

TUESDAY, MARCH 2 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEW Speaker: Daniel J. Krentkamp, Department of Psychology, WSU

TUESDAY, MARCH 2 THE RELIGIOUS VIEW Speaker: John Rinehart, Rev. Albert Thomas

The Nicolle-Marquette Room, Union Village, 7:00 p.m.

The symposium is being sponsored by the Center for Social Development.

Thyology In Dialogue

A four-week work-course which will discuss some key questions of a theological nature. Films and discussion to precede these discussions.

Tuesday, Feb. 21 "Cross of Faith" Tuesday, Feb. 28 "This Ecumenical Bit"

Wednesday, March 7 "All Doctrine is Social" Time: 6:15 p.m.

The New Pointer

DO YOU KNOW

DO YOU THINK THEY WOULD LIKE THE POINT TO SENT them?

JUST BRING THEIR NAMES AND ADDRESSES TO THE POINTEOFFICE -- WE WILL SEND THEM A PAPER -- FREE OF CHARGE!

The PTOUIDIUM is located on 2ND FLOOR-NORTH IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER BUILDING.

The New Pointer

Wisconsin State University

February 16, 1962
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"To Cool To Organize an Effigy Burning"

Dear Editor:

Since it is much too cold for our students to burn the trademark effigy, the effigy burning committee of the Student Union will conduct a "cool" flaring of the effigy on the basketball court.

The effigy will be flared on Friday, February 18th, and the students will be free to view the event.

Sincerely,

The Effigy Flaring Committee

"Are You Kiddin' Me?"

A 50-degree party during Winter Carnival? Of course, there are events of this nature all over the country, but what does this mean to the student body here at WSU?

Looking For A Summer Of Excitement

by Mike Dominick

Are you planning to spend a few weeks of your summer in the sand? If so, you may want to consider some of the activities available to you.

There are many exciting options for students to enjoy during the summer months. Some of these include outdoor activities such as hiking, camping, and beach outings. Others may prefer to explore cultural events, such as attending concerts or visiting museums.

In conclusion, there are many exciting opportunities available for students to enjoy during the summer months. Whether you prefer to spend time outdoors or explore cultural events, there is something for everyone.

Podium Policy

The Podium is dedicated to providing a safe and respectful environment for students to express themselves. It is important to remember that all opinions are welcome, regardless of political affiliation.

In conclusion, the Podium is committed to ensuring that all opinions are welcome, regardless of political affiliation. The organization believes that a healthy exchange of ideas is essential for a democratic society.

Heroine Of Week

The top female student who decided to make herself available to the student body was chosen as the heroine of the week. This student was known for her leadership on campus and her commitment to helping others.

Three Women Featured In Senior Art Exhibit

DO YOU KNOW ANY FORMER W.S.U.-S.P. STUDENTS NOW IN THE ARMED FORCES?

DO YOU THINK THEY WOULD LIKE THE POINT TO SENT THEM?

JUST BRING THEIR NAMES AND ADDRESSES TO THE POINTE OFFICE -- WE WILL SEND THEM A PAPER -- FREE OF CHARGE!
13 Couples Compete for King and Queen

Students may soon end one of the 13 weddings Friday at King and Queen in order to save the 1967 Student Union Ballroom. Voting will take place by secret ballot among the voting-age students. Voting will be counseled at 8:30 p.m. in Willard Union. The King and Queen will be named at 10 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

The four events will consist of a fashion show, a talent contest, a beauty pageant, and a dance. The King and Queen will be crowned at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Mr. and Miss Smith
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**Grapplers Split Outings**

By Walt Smokley

The Steven Point grapplers also most weekend split their four matches at Stout and River Falls.

For the grapplers it was another strong weekend as the team motorists improved to 5-1 and 1-0 at Stout and River Falls.

In the 1,600-pound freestyle match between Stout and Steven Point Saturday, mortality was the West.

In the 305-pound intermediate weight class, James Laborde, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 305-pound weight class, and in the 139-pound weight class, John Smith, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 139-pound weight class.

In the 139-pound weight class, John Smith, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 139-pound weight class.

In the 139-pound weight class, John Smith, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 139-pound weight class.

In the 139-pound weight class, John Smith, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 139-pound weight class.

In the 139-pound weight class, John Smith, the West, moved up to 2-1 in the 139-pound weight class.

**Handball Matches Slated**

LeRoy Karcher

Several matches in the local handball league will be played tonight, with the matches continuing the next four nights.

In the two round matches listed, first and second places will be decided.

The first matches are:

1. Eddie Smith vs. Bert Martin
2. Jack Johnson vs. Bob Waterhouse

The second matches are:

1. John Smith vs. Bob Waterhouse
2. Eddie Smith vs. Bert Martin

The matches will be played at the handball courts at the YMCA.

**Brat Barn**

**SUPPER HOUR - 4 - 7**

**BRAT BARN & BEER**

- Thursday, February 16: 10:30 AM - 1:30 PM
- Friday, February 17: 10:30 AM - 1:30 PM
- Saturday, February 18: 10:30 AM - 1:30 PM
- Sunday, February 19: 10:30 AM - 1:30 PM

**HAMBURGERS...15c**

**FRANCHESE...15c**

**MILK SHAKES...25c**

**Hamburgers...15c**

**French Fries...15c**

**Milk Shakes...25c**

**Robbys**

332 DIVISION ST.